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I knew how this play had to end, of course. Who doesn’t? It’s yet
another take on Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol,” with the Brit detective
in the place of Scrooge. And, in fact, it succeeds as an entertaining
and, particularly heartfelt version at that.

Still, I found myself surprised, not by the ending, but by my deeply
visceral response; you might say a ghost of a memory escorted me
back to my own “Christmas Past.” Let me explain.

A teenager new to love—my girlfriend lived in Bensonhurst, light
years from my Flatbush neighborhood for a kid without a car—I found
myself alone in my bedroom during the Christmas season watching,
for the first time, James Stewart in “It’s a Wonderful Life.” Seeing him
race through the snowy streets of Bedford Falls as a man reborn to
the realization of his life’s worth, I sobbed in gratitude for his—and
my own—deep joy of living.

I bring you that image so you’ll have a better sense why I particularly
recommend this play to sentimentalists like me.

Here’s the story: After being presumed dead for three years, a now
cold and heart-hardened Holmes returns to his London abode unwilling (or emotionally unable) to provide
the kind of generous aid (to both crime-fighting cops, old friends and peasant folk) that had endeared him
to the populace and brought him great fame. His brilliance is undiminished; just his humanity is
compromised.
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His tortured soul is shown the light as per the Dickens tale, (with a succession of ghosts) and in much the
same way guardian angel Clarence Odbody opens the eyes of Stewart’s character George Bailey.

While the emotional ending of this production ultimately provides satisfaction, the road to that denouement
makes for a challenging passage. Dense with exposition, the first act penned by playwright John
Longenbaugh tends to tedium. (Of course, considering my impatience for action, I might well have said the
same thing had I been reviewing Dickens’ novel itself.) In contrast, the second act reflects the most
welcome energy of popping corn.

What makes this production work, despite the slow start, is the sincerity and deep commitment to their roles
by Paul Jones as Holmes and Roy Von Rains Jr. as his sidekick Dr. Watson.

With his tall, commanding, and imperiously-erect bearing—and a smarmy supercilious attitude—Jones
embodies the larger-than-life sleuth. Meanwhile, Rains is most credible as his emotionally fragile friend, a
man with no qualms about expressing his undying love and admiration. No matter the familiar story line, it is
their friendship that is most poignant and memorable here.

The brilliance of Jones’ performance—credit is also due to director Bob Herried—is in the broad dramatic
arc of his character’s transformation following a Christmas eve of ghost-guided revelations (past, present
and future). Yes, Holmes does not only come out as a rather likeable chap, but one in whom Watson can
find a true dear friend.

The supporting cast contributes to a sense of authenticity of time and place and the set designed by Don
Zastoupil imparts a warm and gracious sense; it’s the sort of cozy space in which I could imagine
gentlemen like Holmes and Watson.

I left the theatre feeling uplifted and transported by the spirit of the season. You can see this production
through Dec. 29th.
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